SNEWT III
Tossups by JLM JYl,;
1. Each is for a different group of solo instruments except for the third in which the orchestra is divided into three
distinct groups. Written in 1720, Albert Schweitzer considered them the purest product of their composers
polyphonic style, and they generally follow the three movement pattern of the Italian concerto-grosso. FTP, identifY
this collection of six pieces, named for the Margrave who commissioned them from 1.S. Bach.
Answer: _Brandenburg Concertos_
2. One of the few schools to never give him an honorary degree was his alma mater, Oxford, which had tried to
expel him for reading David Hume. He first won fame for a 1759 work, but seventeen years later, he published
his most popular work, a treatise which combined the theories of his physiocrat friend, Quesney, with his own
observations on everything from ancient history to bad acting. FTP, identify this philosopher, author of the _Theory
of Moral Sentiments- and - The Wealth of Nations- .
Answer: Adam Smith
3. To express support, this mans ex-wife and son attended his confirmation hearing in which the Foreign Relations
Committee approved him 16 to 2. His nomination never received a floor vote, however, because a clique of
conservatives led by Senator Inhofe put a hold on it, claiming a Catholic country would not welcome him. FTP,
identify this openly gay man, made ambassador to Luxembourg during this Junes Congressional recess.
Answer: James Hormel
4. First called mintonette, it was invented in 1895 by William Morgan, a YMCA instructor who wanted to create a
game less physically demanding than basketball for his class of wussy businessmen. Its first world championships
were held in 1949, and it became an Olympic sport 25 years later. Games are played to 15 points, teams score only
when serving, and players rotate upon winning a point while receiving. FTP identify this sport which uses the terms
bump, dig, and spike.
Answer: _volleyball_
5. Oliginally entitled _ Twilight_, its author called it his most splendid failure. Its central character is Caddy who is
seen differently by each of her three brothers: she is an object of envy and hatred to Jason, a maternal figure to
Benjy, and a sometimes-virgin sometimes-whore who shatters Southern ideals of womanhood to Quentin. FTP,
identify this book by William Faulkner that borrows its title from a line in _MacBeth_.
Answer: _The Sound and the FUlY _
6. Its main memOlY had an access time of about 500 microseconds and consisted of mercury delay lines through
which sonic pulses representing the digits 0 and I were repeatedly transmitted. Designed by 1. Presper Eckert and
John Mauchly, only 46 were sold, and in 1952, one shocked newsmen by predicting the electoral vote within one
percent of the actual results. FTP, identify this computer, successor to ENIAC, whose name was short for Universal
Automatic Computer.
Answer: UNIVAC
7. He became emperor at age 13, first ruling under the regent Bairam Khan who recaptured most of the territory
usurped after his father died. In 1560, he took control, himself, and quickly secured an alliance with the Hindu
Rajputs, marrying two of their princesses. He sUiTounded himself with men of learning, established an efficient
bureaucracy, and promoted a new religion, Dini-Ilahi. FTP, identify this third Mughal Emperor, the grandson of
Babur.
Answer: - Akbar-

8. He appears in self-p0l1rait, behind two Roman soldiers in his recently rediscovered _The Taking of Christ_. His
em·ly works depict everyday life, but he took up religious painting when he received a commission to decorate the
Contarelli Chapel in Rome. Known for his careful use of chiaroscuro, he painted his final works including _Burial
of Saint Lucy_in Sicily while evading an·est for killing a tennis opponent. FTP, identify this painter of _The
Conversion of Saint Paul_, bom Michelangelo Merisi.
Answer: _ Caravaggio_
9. Nearly 3000 of these have been discovered, and the first synthetic one was prepared in 1886. That was 2-propyl
piperidine or coniine which is found in hemlock, but more common examples of this family of amines include
atropine, quinine, and nicotine. FTP, identify this class of compounds mostly of plant origin, all of which contain
nitrogen atoms and whose heterocyclic compounds have odd physiological effects on animals.
Answer: - alkaloids10. It began on May 31 when ships under Vice Admiral David Beatty saw a squadron of Gelman battle clUisers.
Both sides opened fire, but the rest of the Gemlml neet soon mTived, so Beatty fought defensively until the
remainder of the Blitish neet under Admiral John Jellicoe joined the battle. By the next moming, the German
Admiral Reinhm·d Scheer had ret.reated. FTP, identify this 1916 battle in which Blitain trapped the Gelman neet in
the Baltic Sea.
Answer: Battle of _Jutland_or Battle of the _ Skaggerak_
11. As a term, it first appem·ed in William James _The Principles of Psychology _. As a literary device, one of the
first places it appeared was in Dorothy Richardsons 1912 novel, _Pilglimage_, a 12 volume sequence which
p0l1rays a sensitive young womans reactions to the world around her. Similar to intelior monologue, this portrays
the state that exists before the mind processes sensations. FTP, identify this litermy device used by authors such as
Virginia Woolf and James Joyce.
Answer: - stream of consciousness12. He was considered the ancestor of the Molossian kings, and a festival for him was celebrated at Delphi every
eight years. He invented a war dance which was named for him and married the daughter of Menelaus and Helen
who had already been betrothed to Orestes, an act which led Orestes to slay him. In the last year of the Trojan War,
he killed Astynax and Priam, and sacrificed Polyxena at his fathers tomb. FTP, identify this Greek warrior, the son
of Achilles.
Answer: _Neoptolemus_
13. Mined in large quantities in Australia, Guinea, and Jmnaica, it is usually found in aggregates in lumps the size of
a pea. It has a specific gravity of 2 to 2.55 and a hardness ranging from I to 3. Vmying in color from white to brown,
dull in appearance, and fonned by the rapid weathering of granitic rocks in wal1n and humid climates, it contains the
specific minerals disapore and gibbsite. FTP, identify this ore of aluminum.
Answer: bauxite
14. Coffee and plantains are grown on its lower slopes, and it was first scaled in 1889 by Gelman geographer Hans
Meyer and Austrian mountain climber Ludwig Purtscheller. Mawensi, its lower peak, rises about 16,000 feet above
sea level, and Kibo, its higher peak, lises to more than 19,000 feet. Though it lies only three degrees south of the
equator, an ice cap covers the crater of Kibo year-round. FTP, identify this mountain located in Tanzania, the
highest in Africa.
Answer: Mount _Kilimanjaro_

15. One of his pupils is fixed, so he has no depth perception and often crashes into sceneIY . He stan·ed in the
Broadway version of _The Elephant Man_, but he is known more for his music than his acting. Born David
Jones, he changed his surname to forestall confusion with the lead singer of the Monkeys, and he has often worked
with Brian Eno and fOimed the band Tin Machine. FTP, identify this father of glam rock whose songs include _Lets
Dance_and _Space Oddi ty _.
Answer: David - Bowie16. It was first peliOimed about 423 BC, and it ends more seriously than its authors other works, with one character
setting fire to his enemies dwelling. In it, Strepsiades is deep in debt, so he sends his son Phidippides to the Thinkery
where the son learns Sophistry to persuade his creditors that he owes them nothing. Phidippides fools the creditors,
but then uses Sophistry to justify his beating his dad. FTP, identify this play by Aristophanes in which Socrates
appears beside the title objects.
Answer: - The Clouds17. For three years, he was the Tower of Londons only prisoner, and he rarely paid attention at his trial, preferring to
sit quietly and read dimestore novels. Born in Alexandria, Egypt, he moved to Gelmany and joined the Nazi Party in
1921. By 1939, he had risen to Third Deputy of the Reich, but two years later, he parachuted into Britain to sue for
peace on behalf of Hitler. FTP, identify this war climinal, Hitlers plivate secretary and paIty leader.
Answer: Rudolf Hess
18. Its first leaders were Jane and James Wardley who left the Society of Friends after hearing a group of preachers
called the French Prophets. It spread to America in 1774 through an immigrant who believed that, since Christ
appeared to her, his second coming would be as a woman. It claimed as many as 6000 members, but today, only a
handful of members remain. FTP, identify this religious movement, brought to America by Ann Lee, and noted for
its members handcrafts and trembling.
Answer: - Shakers19. I-Ie had been hired to teach math and coach the football team, and only because Mr. Ferguson was ill, did this
man fill in for two weeks and teach from _Hunters Civic Biolob'Y _. Like most substitute teachers, he ignored the
lesson plan and allowed students to review for their final which is why he told a repOiter "I've been scared all
through the trial that the kids might remember I missed the lesson." FTP, identify this Tennessee school teacher,
tried in 1921 for teaching evolution.
Answer: John Thomas _Scopes_
20. Born in 1936, he loves to sing showtunes and has perfonned in a light opera with one of his two female
colleagues. He has served as general council to the White House Office of Telecommunications Policy, and in
1982 he joined the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia. Noted for his sarcasm and quick wit, he advocates
a purely textualist approach to interpreting the Constitution. FTP, identify this associate justice of the Supreme
COUIt, appointed in 1986.
Answer: Anton(in) _Scalia_
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1. FTPA, identify these Spanish-language poets.
a) This Chilean Communist began as a symbolist, became a sun'ealist, and finally embraced realism in his writing, if
not his philosophy. His collections include _Twenty Love Poems and a Song of Despair_ and _Residence on Earth_.
Answer: Pablo - NelUdab) This Mexican poet and diplomat wrote his first book of poetl)' , _Silver Moon_, at age 19. His work contains
themes of sensuality and beauty, and his other works include the long poem, _The Sun Stone_, and _The Labyrinth
of Solitude_, an essay collection.
Answer: Octavio Paz
c) Influenced by his friend Ruben Dmio, this Spanish Nobel laureate is noted for his subtlety and lyrical quality. His
works include _Diary of a Newly Mmried Poet_ and _Platero and 1_, a collection of prose poems about a man and
his donkey.
Answer: Juan Ramon - Jiminez2. III name a ballie in the Amelican Civil War and, FFPA, you identify the commanding Union and Confederate
generals.
a) Gettysburg
Answer: George _Meade_and Robert E. _Lee_
b) First Bull Run
Answer: IIwin _McDowell_ and P.G.T. _Beauregard_
c) Shiloh
Answer: Ulysses S. _ Grant_ and _A_lbert Sydney _Johnston _ (prompt on just
_Johnston_, accept P.G.T _Beauregard_ who briefly led the Confederates
after Johnston died.)
3. FTPA, identify these contemporm)' political scientists.
a) In _The Clash of Civilizations and the Making of World Order_, this Hmvard professor argues that most postCold War conflicts will be between ethnic and cultural groups, not nation-states.
Answer: Samuel_Huntington_
b) In _The End of History and the Last Man_, he proposes that liberal democracy is the victorious outcome of the
evolution of history. His most recent work is _TlUst: The Social Virtues and the Creation of Prosperity _.
Answer: Francis _Fukuyama_
c) A leading thinker on Clime, he postulated the broken-windows theOl)' of crime in a 1982 Atlantic article. His
other books include _The Moral Sense_, which contains his theory of moral intuitions.
Answer: James Q. _Wilson_

4. FTPA, identify these things you don't want in your brain.
a) This is a blockage of an artery or vein still attached to the vessel and fOimed by fibrin and blood platelets. It can
be prevented or dissolved by the drug heparin and the enzyme streptokinase.
Answer: _thrombosis_ (prompt on _thrombus_ or _clot_, do not accept
_embolism_ which is a detached blood clot)
b) Discovered by Stanley Prusiner, these are small particles which consist solely of protein. Possibly infectious, they
appear in the brains of cows infected with Mad Cow Disease and humans infected with Creutzfeld Jakob disease or
kuru.
Answer: yrions_
c) You definitely don't want this Portuguese neurosurgeon in your brain. He was known for his shaky hands and for
inventing the lobotomy, an accomplishment for which he won a 1949 Nobel Prize. He retired after one of his few
non-lobotomized patients shot him.
Answer: Antonio Caetano de Abreu Freire Egas _Moniz_ (Accept just Egas Moniz, since he went by that name)
5. FTSNOP, identify these African countries from the counlIies they border.
5) Lybia ; Algelia
Answer: Tunisia
5) Sudan; Eritrea; Kenya; Somalia; Djibouti
Answer: _Ethiopia_
10) Niger; Nigeria; Togo; Burkina Faso
Answer: - Benin10) Mozambique; Tanzania; Zambia
Answer: Malawi
6. Identify these neoclassical sculptors, FTPA.
a) This Italian sculptor worked on the tombs of Popes Clement XIII and XIV. Commissioned by Napoleon, he
sculpted the _Venus Victrix_ based upon the Emperors sister, Pauline, and a nude of Napoleon as a Greek god.
Answer: Antonio Canova
b) He was bom in Vermont but worked in Florence after 1837. He made many marble busts of his contemporaries,
but his masterpiece is _Greek Slave_, a marble figure of a nude woman in chains leaning against a pillar.
Answer: Hiram Powers
c) This Bostonian studied under Bartel ThOIvaldsen, and his first commission was from James Fenimore Cooper.
His huge, half-naked seated figure of _George Washington_sits today in the Smithsonian, and his piece _The
Rescue_stands outside the Capitol.
Answer: Horatio _Greenough_

7. FTPA, identify these literary characters who mayor may not have something in common.
a) Aided by Colonel Pickering, this linguistics professor teaches the flower girl, Eliza Doolittle, how to speak like a
lady .
Answer: Herny _Higgins_ (from Shaws ]y gmalion ~
b) His fictional editor tells us this man was a pedophile who had sex with Dolores Haze and died in 1952 while
awaiting ttial.
Answer: Humbert _Humbe11_ (from Nabokovs _Lolita-.J
c) He is a Gelmru1 intellectual who meets Hermine, Pablo, and Maria, visits the Magic Theatre, and believes his
personality is half-human, half-wolf.
Answer: Harry _Haller_ (prompt on _SteppenwoIC; from Hesses _Steppenwolf~
(For the clueless, what these characters have in common is their initials.)
8. FTPA, identify these bills, acts, or other things passed by the British Parliament.
a) Parliament sent this to Charles I in 1628. It demanded that the king not billet soldiers in private homes, declare
mru1iallaw in times of peace, arbitrarily imprison citizens, or levy taxes without its consent.
Answer: _Petition of Right_
b) This 170 I statute secured the succession of the English crown to Protestant members of the House of Hanover
unless Queen Anne provided an heir.
Answer: _Act of Settlement_, 1701
c) Passed by Whigs under the leadership of Charles Grey, this bill redistributed parliamentary seats, tripled the
electorate, and disenfranchised 56 pocket and rotten boroughs.
Answer: _RefOim Bill of 1832_ (prompt on just _Reform Bill~
9. Answer these questions about the tree of life in Norse mythology.
a) What is the name of the tree? It is a huge ash tree which supports the entire world and sprang from the body of
Ymir the frost giant.
Answer: _ Yggdrasil_
b) Beneath one of Yggdrasils roots lay what fountain of wisdom? Odin
sacrificed an eye so he could drink from it.
Answer: Mimir
c) One of Y ggdrasils roots extended into Niffleheim and was perpetually
gnawed at by what adder whose name means darkness?
Answer: _ Nidhogge_

10. Conjunction bonus! Todays topic: Great American novels and greater sci-fi films. Given these plot summaries,
give the conjoined titles FTPA.
a) Buck, the sled dog, kills an Indian and saves his masters life from a huge mechanical spider and Kevin Klines bad
acting.
Answer: _The Call of the Wild Wild West_
b) Tom Joad and his family are traveling to California to start the Genesis Project when Ricardo Montaban and a
race of supelmen attack the Joads car.
Answer: _The Grapes of Wrath of Khan_
c) Wang Lung mallies the slave girl, O-Lan and takes a concubine, Lotus Blossom, but he loses his women to a trio
offull}' aliens ,>vho crash in Gena Davis's swimming pool.
Answer: _The Good Emth Girls are Easy _
11. Answer these questions about superconductivity, FTPA.
a) What theOIY of superconductivity desclibes the phenomenon as conducting electrons move in pairs and, therefore,
showing no resistance? It is named for its discoverers initials.
Answer: _ BCS_ theOI},
b) What are the electrons called which, when situated cOITectly among certain ions, develop an attraction for one
another, move together, and show no resistance?
Answer: _Cooper pairs_
c) What effect is the flow of electlic current in the form of Cooper pairs between two superconducting materials
separated by a thin insulator?
Answer: _Josephson effect_ or _Josephson tunneling_
12. FTPA, identify these operas from the proper name of their title characters, or for five points if you need the
name of the composer.
10) Leonore Florestan
5) Ludwig von Beethoven
Answer: Fidelio
10) Violetta ValelY
5) Giuseppe Verdi
Answer: - La Traviata10) Marie, daughter of Kruschina and Kathinka
5) Bedrich Smetena
Answer: The Bmtered Bride

13. FTPA, identifY these alliances.
a) It was founded in 478 BC as a check to Persian aggression, and it was named for the island that served as its
treasury and headquarters. After the Persian threat subsided, however, its members became subservient to Athens
until after the Peloponnesian Wars.
Answer: _ Delian League_
b) It was founded by Alexander I of Russia and Frederick William III of Prussia, it was and used as an instrument to
justifY putting down democratic uprisings. All major European sovereigns joined except the Prince Regent of Britain
and, oddly, the Pope.
Answer: _Holy Alliance_
c) This alliance was founded by eight nations in 1954. It tried to contain Communism, but France and Pakistan
dropped out in 1967 and 1972 respectively, and it disbanded by mutual consent in 1977.
Answer: _S_outh _E_ast _A_sian _TJeaty _OJganization
14. FTPA, identifY these recently elected heads-of-state.
a) In 1991 he was promoted to Lieutenant General and became his nation's 14th Chief of the General Staff. Since
becoming prime minister, he has visited a concentration camp with Gerhard Schroeder and proposed peace
talks with Syria.
Answer: Ehud Barak
b) The Johannesburg _Sunday Times_has called him the Kick-butt president for his proposals to decrease crime and
fight AIDS, and his refusal to bend to the demands of a striking union. He became President in mid-June.
Answer: Thabo Mbeki
b) He is Nigelias first civilian president in IS years. Since taking over from Abdulsalami Abubaker, he has worked
to negotiate peace in Sien"a Leone and between Guinea and Libelia, and to recover state funds stolen by Sani
Abacha.
Answer: Olusegun _Obasanjo_
15. III tell you a selial killers cool serial killer nickname, and FTSNOP you tell me what his real name is.
5) the Unabomber
Answer: Theodore (Ted) _Kaczynski_
5) Son of Sam
Answer: David - Berkowitz10) the Boston Strangler
Answer: Albert DeSalvo
10) Nightstalker
Answer: Richard Ramirez

16. III name a playwright and the year he won the Pulitzer Prize for drama, and, FTSNOP, you identifY his prizewinning play.
5) Thomton Wilder; 1938
Answer: Our Town
5) Arthur Miller; 1949
Answer: - Death of a Salesman10) David Mamet ; 1984
Answer: _Glengarry Glenn Ross_
10) Howard Sackler; 1969
Answer: _The Great White Hope_
17. FTPA, identifY these pairs of Nobel Prize-winning family members. You need only give their shared surnames.
a) This Danish physicist won the 1922 Nobel for his theory of atomic structure. His son won in 1975 for a collective
motion theory of the atomic nucleus.
Answer: Neils and Aage _Bohr_
b) This husband and wife team won the 1935 prize in chemistry for their discovery of the first artificial isotope and
artificial radiation.
Answer: Fredelic and Irene Joliot-Curie
c) This British father and son team shared the 1915 Nobel Prize for their work in X-ray crystallography.
Answer: William Lawrence and William Henry _Bragg_
18. FTPA, identify these Platonic dialogues.
a) This work inspired Plotinus to ask Roman Emperor Gallienus pelmission to found a communitruian
commonwealth. In it, Socrates, Thrasymachus and others gather at the house of Cephalus where they determine that
the best kind of society is one governed by philosopher-kings.
Answer: _Republic_
b) The title character is a friend of Socrates who tries to persuade him to escape prison. Socrates, however, tells his
friend that he must obey the laws of his city and go willingly to death. This dialogue follows the _Apology_and
precedes the _Phaedo_ in the trilogy on Socrates death.
Answer: Crito
c) The title sophist moved to Athens from Leontini about 427 Be. In the dialogue, Socrates asserts that when
sophists teaches rhetOlic, they really teach nothing but flattery. Then Socrates discourses with Polus and Callicles,
the title sophists students.
Answer: _ GOI·gias_

19. Identify these 20th century Cambodian leaders, FTPA.
a) He became king when his grandfather died, and won independence for his country in 1953. Then he abdicated,
but formed a political party which won all the seats in the National Assembly and made him head-of-state.
Answer: Prince or King Norodom _ Sihanouk_
b) This general deposed Prince Sihanouk in 1970. Two years later, he proclaimed a Khmer Republic with himself as
president, but in 1975 he was deposed, himself, by the Khmer Rouge.
Answer: - Lon Nolc) When Vietnam invaded Cambodia, it installed this Khmer Rouge defector as Cambodias head-of-state. In 1992,
his Cambodian Peoples Party finished second in elections, so he staged a coup five years later, and is Cambodias
current leader.
Answer: - Hun Sen20. 30-20-10. Identify the author from his or her works.
30) the satire _An Island in the Moon_
20) the Prophetic Books _The Book of Urizen_ and _The Marriage of Heaven
and Hell 10) the poems _The Lamb_ and _The Tyger_
Answer: William - Blake-

